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National convention in Delhi on growing crimes on women

A national convention on growing crimes against women, organized by AIMSS, AIDYO and AIDSO was held at Mavlankar Auditorium, New Delhi,
on 29 December, 2013. Inaugurated by Justice B. N. Srikrishna, former judge, Supreme Court of India and presided over by Comrade Chhaya Mukherjee,
President, AIMSS and member, Central Committee, SUCI (C), the massive gathering of the convention was graced by the participation of Justice Rajendra
Sachar, former Chief Justice of Delhi High Court and Justice Suresh Hosbet, former Judge of Bombay High Court, Smt. Deepti Naval, Eminent Artist and
Social Activist, Comrades H.G. Jayalakshmi, General Secretary, AIMSS and. B.R. Manjunath, President, AIDYO. Messages of Justice M. N.
Venkatachalaiah, former Chief Justice of India and Justice N. Santhosh Hegde, former Judge of Supreme Court of India as well as former Lokayukta of
Karnataka were placed. Delegates from 22 states of India attended the convention where the swelling gathering spilled outside the hall. (Detailed coverage
will be in the next issue). In the photos above: Massive gathering (left) and Justice B N Srikrishna addressing (right).

Recent assembly elections point at

Need imperative to elect tested and tried people’s
representatives born out of people’s movement to legislatures
Five assembly elections in the
city-state of Delhi and the States of
Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh,
Rajasthan and Mizoram were held
between November 11 and
December 4 last and their results
have come out. Two things are
notable. First, the results stand out
in broad corroboration of the
forecast by the pre-poll surveys
conducted by various agencies
commissioned by monopoly-owned
big publication houses. Only in
Delhi, the newly formed Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP), a break-away
group of the Anna Hazare
movement, sprang a surprise by
bagging 28 out of 72 seats. Thereby
they upset the applecart of the BJP
that had been dreaming of
recapturing power of this city-state
government riding on the so-called
Modi wave and capitalizing on
growing anti-Congress sentiment.
Second,
all
through
the
electioneering process a large and
powerful section of the media,
fuelled and monitored by the
monopolists and corporate houses,
painted these assembly elections as

stage rehearsals of the forthcoming
parliamentary elections of 2014.
Focus was on the electoral calculus,
on possible tallies of the contending
mainstream parties, on who will tie
up with whom .deserting whom and
above all, on the calibrated duel
between Narendra Modi and Rahul
Gandhi over the seat of prime
minister. All other issues including
the burning problems of people’s life
were put on the backburner. It was
as if respite from the gruelling life
condition that is making people bleed
dry lies in who wins the election and
forms the government. From then
onwards, this single tune taken up to
harp on i.e. election, was and will
gradually be scaled up to such a
pitch that wretched people would
once again be drawn into the vortex
of electioneering game and would
begin nurturing illusion about a better
future being ensured if and once this
or that party or combination, who
hog the limelight in the media rises
to power. Thus as people continue
to be deceived by this skillfully
planned media orchestration, their
misery and penury, destitution and

predicament, instead of being abated
would only aggravate manifold. So,
it is necessary to have an insight into
the results of the recently concluded
assembly elections and be aware of
the trickery and treachery of the
ruling bourgeois class and its
political agents to deflect people’s
attention from the relevant issues
and entangle them in the con game
of bourgeois vote politics.

Pre-poll scenes in the bourgeois
election camp
Right from the start of the
electioneering process, it was
palpable that throughout the country,
there was a fairly strong wind
against the Congress blowing and
gathering its strength because of the
anti-people policies and measures of
the Congress-led UPA government
at the centre. It was also the party
that deserved the credit of
shamelessly nurturing
and
protecting the ministers and leaders
of the ruling coalition with enviable
trackrecord
of
mega-scam,
corruption and swindling of public
fund. It was the party, which, after

spontaneous outbreak of people’s
wrath against the brutal gang-rape
and murder of Nirbhaya Damini on
the streets of Delhi a year back,
made tall promises of firmly dealing
with the alarmingly rising atrocities
and sexual assault on women
including girl children, yet bore and
expressed shameless arrogance and
reluctance thereafter to renege on
the
promise
which
tacitly
encouraged the miscreants to step
up such heinous activities manifold
as brought out by the officially
published crime graph. It was the
party which, as it seemed, along
with its leaders had lost all
credibility, so much so that even its
allies in the ruling combination were
now and then singing unwarranted
tunes for the Congress. Even the
ruling monopolists could not
overlook the raging anti- Congress
mood of people and thus could
realize that thrusting that party to
power for another term would invite
severely adverse reactions. So, an
influential section of the ruling
monopolists decided to put their
Contd. on page 2
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Congress routed, BJP finds no Modi magic working
Contd. from page 1

weight behind the BJP, their other
trusted representative in the twoparty system that they are trying for
long to establish in the country. But,
it
needed
some
cunning
manoeuvring. The BJP was hated
and rejected by the people because
of its arch communal mooring and
proven trackrecord of fomenting
communal clashes and even
orchestrating horrendous antiminority pogrom. To make such a
party acceptable to the electorates
the class opted for some sprucing up
its image. The first task was to
remove the stench and complexion
of communalism from it. So,
emphasis was laid upon the so called
‘development’—a euphemism for
certain razzle-dazzle of sprawling
urban pockets—and then Gujarat
was showcased as a model of such
development. From their classinstinct the ruling class tended to
choose Narendra Modi, the
notorious Gujarat chief minister, as
the man for the country’s next
prime minister chair to serve their
sinister
class
interest,
notwithstanding the fact that Modi
had his hands tainted with innocent
blood. This necessitated, on their
part, all attempts to erase his past
and to project him as the architect
of development. With this carefully
manufactured credential of Modi,
the ruling class employed its entire
propaganda machinery in favour of
him and his party. A mood was
sought to be created as if there was
a Modi storm sweeping across. On
this background, elections were held
in the five states.

The electioneering process
As the electioneering process
picked up, the now-a-days familiar
triumvirate of media - money bagmafia got to work, to manipulate it
by overt or covert means. At the
behest and beckoning of the ruling
class, media took up the task of
making opinion, setting mood,
underlining issues of elections to fit
their design and pitchforking leaders.
Moneybags from the monopolists
and the corporate houses appeared
in the scene to lure those in the fray
and those to vote for them with
future prospect of greater pelf. And
mafia or the strong arms who no
longer remain the hirelings of the
bigwigs for bullying the electorates,
were drawn in, even granted the
same seats with the monopolists and
their representatives in the party for
power and pelf. In an earlier issue
of Proletarian Era ( December 1,
2013) we cited a report that even in
the present election of Delhi “ BJP
has the highest proportion of
candidates with criminal cases

against them at 46% while Congress
has 21% candidates with criminal
cases against them. AAP too has
five such candidates”. This moneymedia-mafia trident took every pain
to drive people into the alley of the
two –party system. The move
included the so-called opinion polls
or exit-polls, which were meant to
make people believe that they have
to chose from the two or at best
three chosen political forces upon
whom the monopolists can lay their
faith and confidence. In the main the
surveys placed the BJP at an edge
over the Congress, routing of the
latter in MP and Rajasthan, fight
neck-to-neck in Chhattisgarh, and
newly floated Aam Aadmi Party
poised for a good fight in Delhi.
Barring these, there was nothing
else; no other views, no other
political opinions were allowed to
make way into people’s mind.

Fallout of the results of the five
assembly elections
Results were largely as scripted
in the surveys. The BJP trounced
the Congress in Rajasthan. It
increased its tally in Madhya
Pradesh, despite the fact that the
existing BJP government there could
only earn notoriety for its corruption,
misrule and communal politics. In
Chhattisgarh, the Congress and the
BJP were neck to neck and the BJP
could retain its power marginally,
coming down in strength and the
Congress gaining one seat. The
only exception was Delhi where
AAP scored a formidable victory
mostly at the cost of the Congress
and upset the smooth ride of the BJP
to power. In Mizoram the ruling
Congress did not have any electoral
opponent worth reckoning to remove
it from the seat.
The think-tanks of bourgeois
elections picked up a few threads
from these results which, they
apprehended, might have a bearing
in the coming Lok Sabha elections.
First of all, neither the Congress nor
the BJP seems poised to get
majority. Secondly, there has not
been any noticeable effect of the so
called Modi storm or magic. The
BJP managed to scrape through in
Chhattisgarh and failed to capture
Delhi. MP has been its stronghold
for the last two decades as the
Congress could not pose any
formidable challenge to it even from
parliamentarian point of view.
Rather the Congress leaders there
followed the same policy of peddling
Hindu religious fanaticism and
religiosity and casteism to practice
vote-bank politics. Rajasthan which
went to the Congress last time
because of internal squabbles inside
the BJP reaching dizzy height, very

usual when any bourgeois party
stays in power for a long time,
returned to the BJP. Rajasthan being
a neighbouring state of Delhi, the
impact of Congress misrule at the
Centre as well as the issue of
corruption, may have affected it. Of
course, behind the screen usual
factional feuds and conflicts over
leadership in these bourgeois parties
remain to act as an additional
factor. Summing up, however, it is
now apparent that people are
becoming critical and restive not
just of the Congress; credibility of
the BJP with people at large is also
at stake.
The ruling monopolists also
seem to be in two minds. It is
noteworthy that once Modi could
not ‘deliver’ what was expected of
him and once it was apparent that
people still considered him to be a
communal leader having presided
over
a
communal
killing,
notwithstanding his frantic bid to
switch
from
Hindutva
to
development, there is a renewed
effort to bring Rahul Gandhi to the
forefront. Immediately after the
election setback, with a derailing
speed the Congress pushed through
the Lokpal bill which it had withheld
for long from sheer reluctance; the
motive could not be lost by any
sensible person: try to put up a
mock-show that the party is now
taking up cudgels against corruption
with leadership passing on to Rahul
and his young brigade. Then again
the Congress leadership which
hitherto was showing a typically
modest, even appeasing attitude
towards the US imperialist rulers,
suddenly showed belligerence
towards the US rulers over the
diplomat Debyani episode to pretend
how infuriated it is at such an
‘affront’ to the nation. However, the
very next moment it tried to assure
the
corporate
houses
and
monopolists of both the countries
that
all
such
blustering
notwithstanding, the cordial business
relation would never be disturbed.
The image building effort was
further evident in the sudden
eagerness of the Congress to
introduce a Communal Violence Bill.
The meeting of Rahul with FICCI,
the leading organization of the
industrial; houses, was also a
significant effort for a patchwork
with the monopolists to win back
their confidence and patronization.

Delhi results—a little off the
track
But what came about in Delhi
might not have been as expected by
bourgeois election pundits, even the
AAP leaders themselves. The AAP,
as a third force between the

Congress and the BJP, has made its
debut as the second largest party in
that city-state in this election,
relegating the ruling Congress to a
miserable third position. The BJP
could remain slightly ahead of the
AAP. Delhi is not beyond India and
the nearly two decade long
Congress rule there could only bring
about the same miseries for
common people as to be found
anywhere in the country. Earlier
people of Delhi had also
experienced misrule of the BJP.
Notwithstanding the fact that both
the
Congress and
the BJP,
respectively as the party with the
governmental power and that in
charge of
the civic authority,
sought credit for turning the
country’s capital city into a modern
metropolis of international standard
with wide roads, so many fly-overs,
under-passes, beautified parks,
sparkling street lights, plush
bungalows and posh hotelsrestaurants. While these were all
highlighted
as
‘spectacular
development’, the reality for the
poor slum-dwellers, small traders
and other sections of toiling masses
who constituted majority in the
population was quite different.
Ruthless eviction in the name of
development and modernization has
affected not just poor, but even small
traders
and
businessmen.
Exasperated with rise in corruption
and criminal silence and negligence
of the governments to combat it,
Delhi people like people elsewhere
in the country, have been driven to
the limit. Thus when Anna Hazare
had given the call for a mass protest
against corruption and when the
governments and their police
responded with their customary
arrogance and coercion, people
roared out on streets. Then again,
mounting grievance against appalling
insecurity, sexual assault and
molestation of women burst forth in
the form of a massive and militant
spontaneous movement after the
gruelling gang rape and death of
Nirbhaya Damini, a 23-year old
para-medical student. Resentment
ran high not only among the poor,
but even a part of the affluent
section of the society who found
things going beyond limit. It was
apparent that Delhi people were
craving for a change, not just of the
incumbent Congress but, if possible,
of the BJP also. This vacant slot
was filled up by the newly formed
AAP led by Arvind Kejriwal who
became a known face because of
his association with Anna Hazare
movement. The bourgeois media
also realized that it was advisable to
give some publicity to the AAP as
Contd. on page 3
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Corruption cannot be removed nor can other aberrations
be wiped out keeping capitalist system intact
Contd. from page 2

crusader
against
corruption,
proclaiming to ‘reform the polity by
dusting out the accumulated dirt’, but
not questioning the capitalist system
itself.
By instinct the ruling
bourgeoisie recognizes who is its
class enemy and who is not. They
witnessed the historic Parliament
March on 14 March 2012 organized
by our Party, the SUCI(C)
committed to develop powerful
sustained class and mass struggles
based on higher proletarian culture
and morality with a clear base
political line of anti-capitalist socialist
revolution. They were also aware of
the growing acceptance of the Party
not only in the country but in Delhi
as well. So, the ruling class was
cautious and careful enough to
ensure that this alternative genuine
revolutionary politics of SUCI(C), as
against
the
overwhelming
prominence of nasty bourgeois votepolitics which also included the
self-declared
media-propelled
‘official’ lefts could not, by any
chance, come to the fore and guide
people’s outrage to crystallize along
the right track. The class left no
stone unturned to blackout the news
of the various movements led by the
SUCI(C) on the distinctly different
culture-based political line as against
the prevailing deluge of most
unscrupulous opportunistic power
politics smacking of personal
attacks, mud-slinging, character
assassination, factional feuds and
self-aggrandizement as the main
planks. Hence, the bourgeois class
got busy with the lookout for forces
which with radical slogans could
make some ripples and thereby act,
even for the time being, as a counter
to spread of revolutionary politics
and thereby could help shielding the
murky face of stinking capitalism.

The AAP phenomenon
This perspective and class need
of the ruling bourgeoisie to keep
revolution at bay ought to be taken
into account while judging the
outcome of the Delhi election. The
Aam Aadmi Party emerged in
sequel of the people’s movements in
the immediate past, particularly the
Anna Hazare movement. It rose
phoenix-like from the ground where
not only corruption, arrogance,
indifference, even criminal defiling
approach towards poor common
people thrived, but also where
people were turning resolute to
protest and demand justice. Thus,
the AAP caught the imagination of
people as it raised some of the
popular demands and called for a
change. At the same time

notwithstanding
its
loud
proclamations against corruption and
various people’s demands, it
basically remains within the
precincts of bourgeois vote politics
which itself has become polluted and
alienated from the basic postulates
of bourgeois democracy enunciated
by its founding fathers. As media
reports go, the AAP in addition to
winning support of a large section of
poor and middle class, even the
upper, more affluent, part of the
latter, had the backing of a number
of NGOs flushed with funds, and it
banked on hi-tech propaganda
machine to spread out its message
which, even a layman understands,
entails a sizeable cost.
The next point to consider is the
way the AAP is being eulogized as
“eye-opener for India’s political
class” or “the agenda-setter for the
politics” as it is claiming to cleanse
the system by wiping out the
accumulated dust of corruption, and
promising certain drastic reliefs like
hefty cut in power tariff, availability
of 700 litres of potable water,
opening of 500 new schools and so
forth. These are all welcome. But
the moot question is how and in
pursuit of which concrete policy
could all such be achieved? So far,
AAP has not announced any policy
directive. It has not clearly spelt out
if it is against capitalist globalization
and its prescript of liberalizationprivatization which is wreaking
havoc in people’s life. How could
rates of water and electricity be
reduced without reversing the
policies
of
privatization—
commercialization and how could
corruption be wiped out in a
capitalist system? It is not that
corruption is just accumulated dirt
on otherwise shining capitalism and
once it is dusted out with broom,
everything would be hunky dory.
Corruption, as well as all other
malaises and aberrations, is bred by
capitalism. Without fighting decadent
moribund capitalist system and
directing the main blow against all
its noxious policies and prescriptions,
how can the society and polity be
freed from all the evils?
AAP chief Arvind Kejriwal
maintains that the AAP cannot
“provide good governance in the
present system” as “the system will
soon overpower” them. So, it “will
have to change the system
completely” by a swaraj (freedom).
And how this swaraj would be
brought about? According to AAP,
by promulgating laws, and
implementing those with the help of
a decentralized system which “itself
will then filter out the wrong kind of

people”. All these apparently wellmeaning words, however, conceal
the facts that India is a capitalist
state, in which there have been
many laws during these years of
independence.
Yet
their
implementation has been totally
jeopardized by the corrupt nexus of
every cog and screw in the corridor
of power of the capitalist system.
The system does filter no doubt, but
only those who, the system owners
and managers think are harbingers
of true change and hence “wrong”.
So there is every possibility that this
wishful thinking of the AAP supremo
might end in some abortive attempts
and in that event, halo created
before people might fade out and
drag people into frustration in the
end. Then again, in a class-divided
society like ours, no party can be
supra-class. It either belongs to the
group of parties subserving class
interest of the ruling capitalists or
represents the class interest of the
revolutionary proletariat. Even the
liberal democrats, in the ultimate
analysis, serve bourgeois class
interest. This is the objective truth.
There is no scope left for reforming
this outmoded capitalist system by
changing law. This system can only
be changed completely at the stroke
of revolution by overthrowing
capitalism. And this revolution can
be led only by a genuine
revolutionary party guided by correct
revolutionary ideology, not by any
bourgeois party howsoever eager it
might be.
Yet, as we said before the last
assembly elections in West Bengal,
a government even in this bourgeois
set up can give some relief to the
people — only IF it so desires — by
running the government with due
honesty, contain corruption to some
extent in certain areas, restrain the
police a bit from taking bribes, bring
some relative neutrality into the
police-administration,
contain
political violence, put a rein on
extortion and forced collection of
levy and abate to the extent possible
the reign of hoodlums and allow
people to protest against injustice by
withdrawing all fetters on growth
and development of legitimate
democratic movements. The big
question is the “IF”. It applies to the
AAP also.

Certain contradictions within
AAP
Certain contradictions between
what the AAP professes and what it
practises are apparent in the course
of events. At the time of formation
of the AAP, Arvind Kejriwal had
announced that it would not join

politics. Then, he reversed his stand
and fought election. Next, when the
opportunity came to AAP for
government formation, it first
showed reluctance. But finally in a
stunning move to pose how
democratic it was, it announced that
it would seek people’s opinion about
government formation through SMS
and other IT-enabled modes, as if
the mandate received in election
was not enough. It may be pertinent
to recall that just the other day, Shri
Kejriwal described both the
Congress and the BJP as parties
with
“corrupt
and
similar
ideologies.” But, finally Shri
Kejriwal, whom the media describe
as “a person of principles” submitted
that “there was nothing unethical” in
the AAP forming the government,
even a minority one, based on the
support from the Congress. Then
again, as in the case of other
bourgeois parties, squabble for
power started right from the moment
the AAP set for distributing cabinet
posts. Even upset over not getting a
cabinet berth, a prominent leader
issued threats of “big expose”,
though soon afterwards a patch-up
move ensued to silence him. With all
these manifestations, the ruling class
does not seem to have that difficulty
in accepting the AAP as another
outfit worth being experimented to
keep people arrested within the
narrow confines of bourgeois vote
politics. It may be added that in the
past also spectacular electoral
victories of certain parties or forces
upsetting all pre-poll calculations did
cause some flutter at the outset but
with passage of time, things proved
to be no different for the people
pressed under the grinding wheels of
ruthless capitalist oppression. It was
because the government changed,
the
system
did
not.
But
notwithstanding all this, the poll
victory of the AAP once again
proves that people’s opinion
expressed through determined
efforts on streets in the form of
mass movements matters a lot in
playing spoilsport to the designs of
the ruling class.

Contradiction between
monopolists and regional
capitalists
There is another political point
which cannot be overlooked. The
capitalist state of India as an
inalienable part of the acutely crisisridden world capitalist-imperialist
system, suffers from inherent
contradictions. To avert the intense
market crisis it tends towards
centralization and consolidation of
Contd. on page 6
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Resist imperialist wars, organize militant peace movements
— Comrade Manik Mukherjee at the “No to War” conference in London
“STOP
THE
WAR
COALITION”, a London-based
anti-imperialist anti-war organization
organized
an
international
conference on 30 November, 2013.
Theme of the conference was “No
to War”. Held in Central London,
the conference was attended by
over 500 participants from various
countries. Invited to attend and
speak in the conference, Comrade
Manik
Mukherjee,
General
Secretary,
International Antiimperialist Coordinating Committee
(IACC) and Member, Polit Bureau,
SUCI(C), in his address said, inter
alia, that the world is passing
through a very critical phase in
human history. In the name of
globalization, the ruling capitalist
class has brought down most vicious
and murderous attack on the
working masses ferocity of which
can be gauged by the ever
deteriorating living condition of the
working people. On the other hand,
“fighting terrorism” and championing
“democracy” have become the new
ploys of the imperialists to launch
military aggression on countries, to
forcibly occupy them and to
engineer regime changes. This is the
“new world order” that the
imperialists led by USA want to
impose. All these have proved
beyond doubt the truth of Lenin’s
thesis that it is imperialism that
begets war. The hollowness of the
bourgeois propaganda that with the
dismantling of the socialist camp the
danger of war and the threat to
world peace have disappeared
stands exposed by the wars waged
by the imperialist powers since
1990. The sway of revisionist
leadership sapped the strength of the
Soviet Union from within; this, along
with external US instigation,
ultimately led to counter-revolution
and restoration of capitalism in
Russia
and
East
European
countries. Most of the big
established social democratic parties
of different countries, instead of
spiritedly and uncompromisingly
fighting against the imperialist

policies, succumbed to the imperialist
manoeuvres and started talking in
terms of globalization. But even in
the unipolar world the inherent
contradiction in the capitalist system
is causing the capitalist-imperialist
economy to sink into ever
intensifying crisis, the competition
between the imperialist powers for
shares in the shrinking world market
is becoming fiercer. The hegemonic
aspiration and the urge of each of
the imperialist powers particularly
US to expand their spheres of
influence are making the world an
unsafe place. Instigating one
country against another, or one
section of people against another,
provoking and fostering tension
between nations, and between
communities, creating war-like
situations and engineering local wars
are constant features of imperialist
machinations across the world today.
This is glaringly manifested in the
savage
military
attack
on
Yugoslavia, Lebanon, Afghanistan,
Iraq and Libya, and in the continuous
economic sanctions and threat of
military action against Iran, Syria,
Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea, Cuba, Sudan, and countries
in Latin America. In these wars,
barbarity of US imperialism is
manifested by the use of the most
destructive fire power, use of
depleted uranium bombs, unleashing
vicious drone attacks, indiscriminate
killing of civilians, and extensive use
of torture.
Anticipating that following
dismantling mighty socialist camp
led by Soviet Union due to
revisionist conspiracy, the world
imperialist powers headed by the US
imperialists would, undeterred in a
unipolar world, step up their
overlordism and brigandage, banditry
and intrigues as well as perpetrate
wars of aggression and occupation
manifold. our Party, SUCI (C), felt
the imperative necessity to build up
broad-based
People’s
Fronts
inclusive of all progressive,
democratic minded anti-imperialist
people irrespective of their political

opinions against war and imperialism
and with the communists working as
the core as the effective tool to
check imperialist attacks. We were
of the view that if such movements
in different countries could be
properly coordinated and integrated,
a powerful global anti-imperialist
militant peace movement could be
released to effectively fight against
imperialist war manoeuvres and
machinations. Accordingly we
approached all the parties we had
been in touch with including
Communist Party of Belgium to take
lead in this matter. But CPB
expressed their inability. So, it was
incumbent on us to take initiative in
this regard in consultation with some
other fraternal parties, antiimperialist organizations and forces.
Following that a successful
International
Anti-Imperialist
Conference was held in Kolkata 28
and 29 November 2007amidst great
enthusiasm and determination
wherein was born the IACC with
Ramsey
Clark,
President,
International Action Center, Former
Attorney General of the United
States and a noted Human Right
Activist as the president. Since then,
IACC, through its relentless efforts

and activities to discharge its
responsibilities it took upon itself, has
emerged as the most trusted and
dependable organization in steering
and coordinating anti-imperialist
struggles round the globe. IACC
organized two more conferences in
Beirut and Dhaka to expand and
consolidate its activities. It is
planning a fourth conference shortly
at a suitable venue. The IACC
makes a fervent appeal to all antiimperialist people and forces to
organize militant movements against
imperialist
manoeuvres
and
conspiracies
and
to
craft
effective methods to coordinate
these movements to release a
global anti-imperialist movement
which will have a deterrent effect
on the imperialists’ designs for
aggression.
The Organizers of the “No to
War” endorsed the view of IACC
and showed interest to join the
struggle. Comrade Manik Mukherjee
had a very fruitful meeting with the
organizers on the following day, i.e. 1
December exchanged views and
opinions and discussed how they
could help in intensifying the global
anti-imperialist anti-war militant
peace movement of IACC.

Misusing information technology to cater to orders of fake
character assassination and such other cyber-crimes
Recently, The Times of India,
(Nov. 29, 2013) carried a report,
titled: “For right price, they wreak
havoc via social media”, and “Cyber
Supari: Pay an Online Fixer,
Demolish a Reputation”. The report
described how Cobrapost carried
out a sting operation, code-named
Blue Virus, which revealed that
about two dozen IT companies were
willing to do any kind of dirty or

criminal job for a price ranging from
a few lakhs to a couple of crores of
rupees. For example, they were
ready to launch an effective image
boosting exercise for a tainted neta
(political leader) and run a smear
campaign to destroy his rival’s
reputation by playing the social
media. These shady operators
proposed, for example, that they
would create fake Facebook pages

with huge number of ‘likes’ along
with a fan following on Twitter yet
block any negative comments, and
they would make promotional videos
would go viral on YouTube and send
bulk SMSs and emails. On the other
hand, to malign his rival they would
create fake videos showing him in a
compromising position and make
these go viral; post negative
information on his website and bring

it down days before the polls.
The sting operation even found
them willing to demolish reputations
with wild accusations including
complicity in murder. Nor would
they hesitate to trigger riots and help
rig elections. The latter goes by the
name
“booth
management”:
providing software that splices
electorate demographic data with
Contd on page 6
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Countrywide pledge to intensify movement to protect dignity of women
AIDSO, AIDYO and AIMSS decided to observe 16 December, the day Nirbhaya Damini, a 23-year old girl student, was savagely gang-raped
and tortured in a speeding bus in Delhi and 29 December, the day she succumbed to death as two days worth remembering in the annals of the
movement for protection of women. Accordingly, there were countrywide programmes and stay-in demonstrations on 16 December which aroused
hope among the countrymen gravely concerned at the rising crime including sexual crime on women. Eminent personalities along with a large number
of common people participated in these programmes. [More photographs on page 8]
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Ruling bourgeois creates parliamentary
illusion to keep people confined to vote-politics
Contd. from page 3

monopoly capital. But for historical
reasons, in the Indian capitalist state,
regional capital plays a significant
role and the more there is the
attempt to concentrate and
consolidate,
more
intensified
becomes the conflict between the
monopolists and the regional
bourgeoisie. This contradiction is
manifest in the emergence and fairly
good grip of the regional political
outfits, namely the regional parties,
in various states. However, to share
power they often align with either
Congress or BJP at the centre or in
states. Like the Congress or the BJP,
they have only one point agenda—
how to be in power or enjoy
privileges of various kinds by being
in the corridors of power. It is
pertinent to mention that of late,
people find that under the
opportunist slogan of “In politics,
there is no permanent friend or foe”,
all vote-based parties keep doors
open for any kind of opportunist
alliance with anyone and for playing
pressure politics.
Presently, in a situation where
none of the two major bourgeois
parties is showing any prospect
towards gaining absolute majority in
the forthcoming Lok Sabha
elections, the regional parties keen
to fish in the troubled water and
flaunting their strength (read,
number of MPs and MLAs they
had) in the respective states, are

also floating the names of their
respective party supremos as prime
ministerial candidate. SP is talking of
Mulayam, TMC of Mamata,
AIADMK of Jayalalitha. But, no
one is showing its card. In the postfive state assembly elections, this
very feature is more prominent with
everyone working out its stratagem
to scavenge one’s booty. And in this
nasty power politics of deception
and manipulation, the pseudoMarxists are also formidable
partners. Parties like the CPI (M)
and the CPI are aware that unless
they tie knot with this or that party,
either at national or at regional level,
they have no chance to get seats.
So, they have been patiently
waiting and frantically trying to woo
this or that party for an electoral
alliance on any term and at any
cost. Whether the AAP will tag up
with any of these regional
combinations, if formed or form
alliance with any of the two
major parties or remain alone, is yet
to be seen. But one thing is sure; all
these
opportunistic
electoral
alliances have nothing to do with
people’s interest.

Lessons to be drawn
Time has come for people to
imbibe the truth that this vote
politics, regime change, surfeit of
pre-poll promises and post-poll
assurances would not give them an
iota of relief. Even people have

Misusing information technology
Contd. from page 6

addresses and contact details to help
the Neta identify particular roads or
localities where a certain section of
voters are to be prevented from
voting: they would “create the right
atmosphere” to force them to stay
indoors, for example by spreading a
malicious rumour or detonating a
crude bomb. Cobrapost was told
that with this method a local neta
had been able to win the elections.
Such heinous misuse of social
media was reportedly responsible
also for the sudden exodus last year
of Northeastern people from
Bangalore and Hyderabad after a
SMS scare-creating rumour went
viral, the origin of which could not
be traced. And another instance of
social media abuse leading to
communal tension is the recent
Muzaffarnagar riot.
Professionals told Cobrapost on
camera how they cover tracks using
offshore IP addresses or servers to
upload content, for example. They

also use proxy codes, or simply hack
others’ computers. They often use
assembled laptops and disable
tracking devices. Job done, the
machines are destroyed. These
tricks leave no tell-tale signs. The
price for such “online fixing” starts
at Rs. 10 lakhs and goes up to Rs.
3.5 crore, depending on the duration
and intensity. Smear campaigns are
more expensive. And the clients
these companies serve are not
confined to politicians, but include
corporate
houses,
tainted
government officials or NGOs.
What could be more abominable
than such criminal use of social
media! And such a sting operation
speaks volumes about how deeply
entrenched have crime and
corruption become in our social and
political life to stoop to such depth!
And this is what capitalism is
producing today! Yet not so long ago,
the advent of technological
revolution was hailed as a panacea
for all the ills of capitalism. Not to

seen that by anointing state-based
regional parties, there has been no
lessening of their suffering.
Corruption, malpractices, misuse of
power, mafiadom, muscle-flexing,
price rise, unemployment, atrocities
on women—everything continue as
before. Before elections, media
hardly gives primacy to any of
these people’s issues, problems or
demands. They make it their sole
aim to make people think only who
should form the government and
whether in the arena of vote-politics
‘A’ is to be preferred over ‘B’ or a
newly emerging ‘C’ should be
given a chance. The bourgeois
politicians and the bourgeois media
leave no stone unturned to remind
people of their ‘sacred’ right to
vote and responsibility to help form
governments through elections.
But, is it the only right people need
to enjoy and the only responsibility
to discharge? Is it that electing one
government at regular periodicity
and allowing a bunch of selfseekers to feast on people’s misery
and destitution are the only
democratic rights people have to be
aware of? What about their other
rights, right to food, clothing, shelter,
work and above all, right to live?
Are these no ‘sacred’ rights? Or
isn’t it a fact that, by thus harping
on the sacredness of the right to
vote, leaving aside everything else,
the ruling class actually wants to
promote
and
sustain
the

parliamentary illusion and keep
people confined within the vortex
of this illusion and the system of
vote-politics.
Thus even when elections are
on the anvil and people really
desire for a minimum change
through that, it is imperative that
they also realize the importance of
the democratic mass movement on
one and every burning problems of
people’s life and livelihood. They
need to choose and support tried
and tested soldiers of those mass
movements fighting on the edifice
of higher and nobler ideologyculture and ethics of the day, to
represent them in the legislative
bodies. Only this is the guarantee
that when the power-mongers, selfseekers would teem in the
legislature, make mockery of the
proceedings and reduce governance
to
a
farce,
these
real
representatives of the people, even
few in number, yet selfless and
committed to the cause of the
people, could pose serious challenge
to this got- up game of governance
and opposition, reverberate people’s
voice inside the legislative bodies
and thus, side by side with and
backed by
the surging extraparliamentary
democratic
movements, work as an effective
check to the caricature of
governance, stall some anti-people
policies and wrest some relief for
the people.

speak of helping to resolve the
market crisis of moribund capitalism,
the root of all evils, has the
technological revolution at least
helped to ease and sweeten labour
and beautify social life? The fact
that ever longer working hours with
grueling work load have become the
norm for those lucky enough to get
a job, speaks for itself. And what
beautifying effect has it on social
life? Leave alone the aberration of
above online ‘fixers’, the moral and
cultural degeneration today in our
country has come to such a pass
that even social activists known for
their upright character are being
defamed and hounded in a most
irresponsible way at the instigation
of anyone and everyone — no
matter how ludicrous the accusation
— by a sensation seeking media!
The tragic example of NGO activist
Khurshid Anwar who committed
suicide after a sensationalized media
trial over a false accusation of rape
for having given shelter to a drunk
and vomiting colleague, is still fresh
in memory.

We are aware how the warmonger imperialists, instead of
utilizing technology for welfare of
mankind are engaged in using it in
reinforcing their deadly war
machination and arsenal. The
imperialist-capitalist rulers are now
drawing upon the latest iconoclastic
advancements in Information
Technology to spy on other
countries, launch unmanned drone
attacks on select targets in others’
territories and even being privy to
the personal lives of people with
sinister motives. Now, the vista of
abusing IT is widened to include
order-driven character assassination
as well as character creation with
fake data and doctored inputs. This
is how outdated reactionary
capitalism and its protectors and
defenders are ensuring that
technology, instead of helping
human beings to reduce rigour of
physical labour and use the time so
freed for creative mental labour is
misused for ulterior purposes
glaringly inimical to people’s
interest.
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Red Salute Comrade Sankar Roy Chowdhury
Comrade
Sankar
Roy
Chowdhury, Member, West Bengal
State Committee and former
Secretary,
Howrah
District
Committee, SUCI(C), passed away
on 27th December at the age of 81.
He was suffering from cancer and
other incurable diseases for a long
time. He came in contact with the
Party way back in 1950 and
worked as an organizer of SUCI
(Student Bureau). Later, inspired by
the illumining thoughts of Comrade
Shibdas Ghosh, he engaged himself
in building Party organization in
Belur and adjacent areas of
Howrah district. In 1957, when
many of our Party activists and
leaders were framed in a false case
and arrested, and many other
comrades had to go underground
because of severe police atrocities
let loose at the behest of the then

Congress leaders, Comrade Roy
Chowdhury took upon himself the
responsibility of building up Party
organization there and began
recruiting new workers with
painstaking efforts. He also raised
funds from the public to fight the
fabricated cases slapped on the
Party
leaders-activists
and
succeeded to get them acquitted. At
the directive of Comrade Nihar
Mukherjee, our beloved departed
General Secretary, he organized a
sustained movement in demand for
building up colony homes for the
displaced persons in Danesh Sheikh
lane area and wrested that demand.
From then onwards, he began
shouldering the responsibility of
Howrah District Secretary and was
also elected commissioner to
Howrah Municipality by winning
civic election by thumping margin in

1969. He was also a leading
organizer of AIUTUC in the
industrial belt of Howrah district
and was in the forefront of all mass
movements. His simple lifestyle,
unassuming nature and amiable
behaviour attracted and inspired all.
A voracious reader, his interest
ranged from political philosophy to
art-literature and he inspired the
Party comrades in conducting
relentless ideological struggle.
While sharing his vast and long
experience of political struggle, he
always open to listen to opinions
and views of others including
juniors and valued them if those
had merit.
When his mortal remains were
brought to the party’s Central office
in Kolkata, Comrade Provash
Ghosh, General Secretary, and
Comrades Manik Mukherjee and

Ranjit Dhar, Polit bureau members,
Comrade Debaprosad Sarkar,
Office
Secretary,
Central
Committee, and other State level
leaders and leaders of class and
mass fronts paid floral tribute to
this veteran leader of the Party. His
body was then taken to Howrah
District Office and finally consigned
to flames at a local crematorium.

Spurt in the Legitimate Movement of
Domestic Helps in West Bengal
They leave their shanties or huts
even before daybreak and commute
from the distant suburbs to the cities
to toil and labour as domestic- helps
in a number of houses almost
throughout the day as they have
several mouths to feed. They attend
to thousands of families, feeding
babies, tending to the aged, cooking,
washing clothes or cleaning utensils.
Many of them do not get time even
to eat something to keep themselves
fit to carry out all the heavy work
work. After the day’s toil, they
return home, where there are the
daily chores of their own household
to be done. Their babies are asleep
when they leave home and have to
fend for themselves with their
mothers away from home- toiling
from dawn to dusk. Thus round the
clock, day in and day out this is the
routine they have to stick to like a
machine overlooking all personal
discomfort,
failing
health,
malnutrition and much needed
leisure time. Some of them are
housewives with either ailing or
unemployed husbands, some are
widows, some deserted by their
husbands and made to fend for
themselves and their kids. Their lot
is to work to exhaustion, face
misbehaviour and sometimes even
sexual harassment and more often
than not perform chores other than
their allotted tasks. Back home,
many of them are often ill-treated;
their drunken husbands not only
snatch the pittance they manage to
earn but even physically assault
them
to
flaunt
patriarchal

domination. These hapless womenbelonging to the lowest rung, both
economically and socially and worst
affected by abject poverty,
destitution and above all, indignity are looked down upon as ‘maids’
constituting a sizable section of
unorganized
labour
without
recognition. It is no exaggeration
that after the prostitutes, these
domestic workers are the most
persecuted
segment
of
the
oppressed women in the rotten
capitalist society we are living in—a
decrepit society which has nothing
to offer other than misery, penury,
deprivation, ignominy and inhuman
suffering. Yet how many of us spare
even a thought about them! If
sometimes their plight drives them to
protest and raise demands – they
only receive retorts, harassment,
insult and misbehavior, even
maltreatment from the authorities.
As if, they are born only to serve,
endure and be tortured.
This is the scenario of West
Bengal, the state once entire India
used to look up to for drawing
inspiration to rise against injustice
and fight for legitimate rights. Over
all these long years, neither the
Congress in its over two decades of
rule since independence nor those
calling themselves as “leftistsMarxists” and privileged to run the
state government for 34 long years
did ever care to look at the these
oppressed section of women. But,
those engaged in developing up
peoples’ movement conducive to the
revolutionary transformation of the

prevailing capitalist society have
taken up the cause of these toiling
women in right earnest. In order to
make these women aware of their
rights and embrace path of
organized struggle to wrest their just
demands and earn the honour and
dignity they deserve for the
invaluable service they render, our
Party took initiative to form Sara
Bangla Poricharika Samity (All
Bengal Association of Domestic
Workers) through painstaking efforts
and launch movements on the
burning problems of the life of the
domestic workers throughout the
state. The Association has already
attained a membership strength of
16,000 plus and is continuing to
grow braving all odds, threats and
intimidations. Among the main
demands raised by the Samity are
recognition of the domestic workers
belonging to the unorganized sector,
grant of one weekly leave, fixed
salary, availability of which all other
social security unorganized sector
workers are entitled to, free

education to their children under the
aegis of the government etc. One of
the significant demands the Samity
achieved was issue of a
concessional “Izzat” monthly ticket
for commuting in local trains. Of
late, when the authorities on flimsy
pretext decided to make the
procedure for obtaining this monthly
ticket extremely cumbersome so
much so as to virtually denying this
hard-earned facility to the deserved
and the ruling TMC government
showed no interest to intervene, the
Samity unleashed a massive
statewide movement including
successful train blockade at
various stations to press their just
demand for restoration of the facility
without attaching a sting of hassle.
Thus a new awakening has dawned
upon the domestic- helps of WestBengal who through their Samity
are waging a resolute battle to
earn their legitimate rights, honour
and dignity which the society owes
to them but is yet to accord to
them.

Kshudiram Birth Anniversary observed
in Maharashtra
124th birth anniversary of
Kshudiram Bose, the legendary
revolutionary belonging to the
uncompromising trend of Indian
freedom movement, was observed
with due solemnity at a
programme organized by local
AIDYO unit on 3 December
last at Anji village of Wardha

district in Maharashtra. Comrade
Biswajit Harade was the main
speaker. On the same day, another
similar programme was held at
Bhusa village adjacent to Yavatmal
town with Comrade Pramode
Kamble as the main speaker.
Comrade Sangeet Bari presided
over.
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In China that turned capitalist through counterrevolution triggered by revisionist capitalistroaders, people want Mao Zedong Thought to
guide them in solving problems of life
“There are a lot of problems in today’s China, and the way to
solve them is with Mao Zedong Thought,” said Chen Yaoyao, a man
in his forties who wore a bright red jacket.
“I hope we can realise true communism in China.”
Thousands of admirers of Communist China’s founder Mao
Zedong flocked to his home town to bow before his graven image —
including one statue of solid gold — before his 120th birth
anniversary.
“He is a great leader who sacrificed his interests so we could be
liberated,” said retired teacher Fu Mengnan, after prostrating
herself on the ground in front of a giant bronze statue of the leader.
“I have an image of Chairman Mao at home, and bow in front
of it every morning and evening,” the 56-year-old added. “I think
he is a Buddha, and I am wishing him happy birthday to show that
I’ll never forget him.”
But for some, even the gleaming metal memorial failed to do
justice to the leader once referred to as the “Great Helmsman”.
“In our hearts, Chairman Mao is worth even more than gold,”
said Li Tianxing, a 22-year-old hotel worker who travelled from a
neighbouring province to catch a glimpse of the statue.
Asked in a survey, “Do you agree that Mao Zedong’s
achievements outweigh his mistakes?” 78.3 per cent of respondents
in the Global Times survey said they agreed, 6.8 per cent strongly
agreed and only 11.7 per cent disagreed. About three per cent said
they did not know.
Nearly 90 percent of those surveyed said that Mao’s “greatest
merit” was “founding an independent nation through revolution”.
The Party under President Xi Jinping finds itself caught in the
middle, the economist Mao Yushi told The Hindu in an interview.
“Today,” he said, “the party is facing many contradictions. Mao
Zedong’s path and the CPC’s path are different. Mao Zedong
believed in the need to establish an equal society. Now we have an
unequal society. Mao believed in Communism. Today, the party
follows Capitalism. So there is a contradiction.”
(Quoted from AFP and The Hindu dated 30-12-13)

Comrade Chhaya Mukherjee, President, AIMSS and Member, Central
Committee, SUCI (C) leading the rally at Lucknow on 16 December, 2013

Generously Donate to the Fund for
Reconstruction of Central Party Office
Construction is on of the new central office building on the
site of the previous office of the SUCI(C), the party voicing
protest against all kinds of injustice and relentlessly engaged
in developing legitimate democratic movements on the burning
demands of people’s life. The old office building virtually
reached a dilapidated stage making it difficult for carrying out
the vastly increased multifarious day to day activities. Even the
space posed a big constraint. In view of this, the leaders,
activists and supporters-sympathizers of the Party cutting
across the states sincerely wanted that new building be
constructed by demolishing the old ramshackle structure.
Accordingly, the Central Committee of the Party took the
decision to build a new Party office in place of the old one.
The initial expenditure towards buying the old building
premises and completing the primary work of erecting a new
building was met mainly from the contributions made by the
leaders-cadres-supporters-sympathizers. More funds are
required for completing the pending work. So, we fervently
appeal to the people at large for generously contributing to this
Building Fund. Our workers would reach out to you at your
homes or on the streets with this appeal.
We strongly believe that the people would come forward
and generously donate to this Fund for new building
construction the way that they had in all previous occasions to
make all the programmes of the Party successful.
With greetings
Debaprosad Sarkar
Office Secretary, Central Committee
48, Lenin Sarani, Kolkata-700013
S U C I (C)
Ph:- 033-22491828, +919433084194
Cheque should be drawn in favour of: :
SOCIALIST UNITY CENTRE OF INDIA (COMMUNIST)

A part of the 16 December, 2013 rally at Rewari, Haryana

Comrade Krishna Chakraborty, Polit Bureau member, SUCI(C) addressing the protest demonstration against rising atrocities on women
at Jantar Mantar, Delhi, on 30 December 2013
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